
Modern Data Company to Present, Demonstrate at North America AI & Big Data
Expo

Modern leaders will discuss data-led intelligent decision making and demonstrate unique
decision ops platform

PALO ALTO, Calif. – September 29, 2022 – The Modern Data Company created the world’s first

data operating system, DataOS, to simplify and operationalize complex data infrastructures and

enable enterprises to quickly transform to a data-centric architecture instead of being product

or tool centric. Modern will play a lead role in the North America AI & Big Data Expo, held

October 5-6 in Santa Clara, California, including thought leadership discussions exploring the AI

and big data ecosystem, innovations and solutions.

Ash Damle, Modern’s Head of AI and Data Science, will give a keynote on DataOS addressing

how DataOS is helping data scientists and engineers work faster, better and easier. The CEO of

Modern, Srujan Akula, will be on a panel with other notable thought leaders to discuss data-led

intelligent decision making. In addition, the company will host an information booth at the expo

with live demos of DataOS.

“This will be the first time we are presenting how DataOS increases productivity of data science

teams by taking care of the data engineering complexity,” Akula said. “We will demonstrate how

DataOS is driving transformational change for our customers in weeks by dramatically

simplifying data.”

Damle has built a career and reputation as a technologist and data scientist passionate about

applying big data to health and life. Over the past 25 years, he has worked with leading

institutions and organizations to build AI technologies, and he has founded multiple startups

focused on health technology.

More event and registration information can be found online at

https://www.ai-expo.net/northamerica/. The Modern Data Company will host live demos of

DataOS at booth 66 during the expo.

About The Modern Data Company

The Modern Data Company is redefining data management with DataOS; the world’s first data

operating system. DataOS dramatically simplifies data by decoupling an organization’s most

important asset, data, from tools, pipelines and platforms. It puts data at the center of the

enterprise and provides them the freedom of choice to pick platforms used to manage data and

the tools to operationalize it. Modern is moving enterprises from tool, platform centric data

architecture to a true data-centric architecture.
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